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I Am Virgin 
Written by: Michael Den Boer on February 28th, 2010

Theatrical Release Date: uSA, 2010
Director: Sean Skelding
Writers: Sean Skelding, David Wester
Cast: Adam Davis, Ron Jeremy, Melinda Ausserer, Maren Mcguire, Dawn Mccall, Micah Moore

DVD released: February 23rd, 2010
Approximate running time: 94 minutes
Aspect Ratio: 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen
Rating: NR
Sound: Dolby Digital Stereo English
Subtitles: N/A
DVD Release: IMDFilms / Cheezy Flicks Entertainment
Region Coding: Region 1 NTSC
Retail Price: $19.95

I Am Legend, is a Horror / Sci-Fi novel that was written by Richard
Matheson. The novel has been made into three times into films, The Last
Man on Earth, The Omega Man and I Am Legend. I Am Virgin is a
comedy / erotica hybrid that is loosely based on the most recent film
adaptation titled I Am Legend.

The plot for I Am Virgin revolves around a young man named Robby,
who is the last virgin on Earth after a virus turned everyone else into sex
crazed vampires. Not wanting to give up his virginity to just any one.
Robby searches for the woman who is pure enough to take his virginity.

There really is not much to the plot with the bulk of it being padded with
soft-core sex romps that often drag on a few minutes to long. Besides
these soft-core sex romps, the rest of the film is primarily made up of scenes of Robby and his basset hound wandering around looking
for miss right.

Outside of the film’s main character Robby. The remaining characters are given very little to do and while none of their performances
leave a lasting impression, they are adequate enough for the story at hand. This film’s strongest asset is its  lead actor Adam Elliot Davis
who gives a believable performance in the role of Robby. Another performance to look out for, is adult film star Micah Moore, who
appears as one of the many sex crazed vampires. Ultimately I Am Virgin quickly becomes a one trick pony that wears out its welcome by
the time it gets to its conclusion.
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The DVD:

I Am Virgin is presented in an anamorphic widescreen that preserves the
film’s original aspect ratio. This is a strong looking progressive flagged
transfer that look clean and detailed throughout.

This release comes with one audio option a Dolby Digital stereo mix in
English. The audio is clear and balanced throughout.

Extras include a behind the scenes segment (7 minutes 59 seconds) and a
audio commentary with director / screenwriter Sean Skelding and actor
Adam Davis. The behind the scenes segment is a collection of behind the
scenes clips and stills, which features narration about the film. The audio
commentary is a detailed track that covers casting, locations and other
production related stories. Rounding out the extras are trailers for other

films also available from IMDFilms. Overall I Am Virgin gets a well rounded DVD release, that is highlighted by a informative audio
commentary track.

Disclaimer: Some of the reviews contained here at 10kbullets contain screenshots that may not be suitable for
those surfing the website at work and discretion is advised while viewing these pages. All of the screenshots
and other images used on this site are solely for promotional purposes and are copyrighted to their respective
owners. All reviews, bios and interviews unless noted in the text of the review, bio or interview are original
content that was written exclusively for 10kbullets and has never been published anywhere else. On occasion
there may be typos or errors in the text and if you let us know we will be more then happy to correct all typos
or misinformation in the text. All opinions expressed on this site are solely those of the author(s) and not that
of  any  company or  person referred  to.  All  the  written  material  contained  on  10kBullets is  intended for
informational purposes only and it is copyright © 2004-Present by the authors.
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